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PRE-THOUGHTS

How many times have you heard a youngster ask you, "Why

do we have to learn social sciences?" And when you ponder the

question and think about a reply, what do you say? Do you

mention facts, explain government, stress citiTenship, describe

geograplw? And does the youngster respond, nevertheless, with an

unsatisfied-shrug? Perhaps a conceptual technique that is

student-centered and experience-laden will provide,you with a

more fulfilling answer if you hear the question again.

We propose a strategem consisting of three components, namely,

aims, focusing events, and engagement activities. Individually,

aims are-intended to provide a direction toward the acqui.,ition and

mastery of skills. Focusing events offer a stimulus generated to

impel youngsters toward skill development. Engagement activities

are extended processes designed to introduce, refine, or master

those skills.

Our strategem depend3 upon an eclectic, inquiry approach to

learning the social sciences. Specific factual material, therefore,

will appear infrequently, if at all, within its context. The teacher

the class, and the curriculum determdne the content; the flexibility

of the design adapts it to any elementary grade.

Students who possess mdnimal specific knowledge of the

social sciences will learn to appreciate the value as both

individually unique and equally important disciplines of study.

As a conceptual strategem the instructional approach is uonjufiCtive.



This means that many, many ideas and their inter-relationships

can be used to present a single concept. Peter Martorella, a

leading authority in concept mastery,
describes the process of

forming a conjunctive concept in his textbook,

THN Z-D CLASSROOM: DX RECT , POIVIAB AND' DITVASIFY

Bear in mind that when students are asked to wait

with nothing to do, four things can happen and three of

them are bad: The student may remain interested and

attentive; he may become bored or fatigued, losing his

interest and ability to concentrate; he may become

distracted or start day dreaming; or he may actively

misbehave (Good, 1972).

We know that some teachers can manage a classroom smoothly,

while other teachers can barely present an assignment. Na.know

that some teachers facilitate the movement of groups with the

apparent ease of a symphony orchestra conductor,"
while other

teachers can hardly arrange an ensemble. ge detect strengths

and deficiencies in ourselves and among our colleagues daily, and

we always hope to find strategies for enhancing our skills as

professional educators.
Among the questions we implore are:

How can we organize our materials effectively? Do we have a reliable

schedule of daily and weekly activities? What should we plan in

order to assure a satisfactory level of achievement for ail of the

children in our classes?
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Let us assume that you are teaching in a self-contained,

primary or intermediate year classroom situated within a conventional

physical plant. Further, suppose that your class consists of from

thirty to thirty-five youngsters of a heterogeneous mix ethnically,

racially, and intellectually. Given such a challenge, you intend

to implement a variety of grouping procedures for the purpose of

individualizing instruction in such disciplines as language arts,

mathematics, sdience, and social studies. You can visualize an

ideal classroom, divided into any number of groups of youngsters who

are eagerly working at independent tasks, while the teacher and a

separate group of learners are focusing intently on a specific skill

to be mastered. Now that you have fixed this image in your mind,
lo

you are ready to convert it into reality by taking a 3-D approach,

that is, by directing, dividing, and diversifying.

In designing the 3-D approach to classroom instruction and

management, we have adapted a three dimensional model from twi,

dimensional prototypes and structured our own desigm for planning and

perceiving the classroom learning proce3s. Ono two-dimensional

model in particular, the Beginning Teacher Evaluaticm System (BTES)

delineates the procedure that represents our primary concern, i.e.,

the time spent by students on pursuing learning tasks (ASCD Update,

1980).

3-R takes the anS model, which illustrates a flow from

teaching process to classroom learning to student achievement.

3-D builds upon it as the foundation of a learning pyramid which



embodies continuous teacher-student inCeracto5n. Initially, the

teacher will DIRECT an interactive learning process by diagnosing

student needs and modifying subsequent learning tasks through the

analysis of student feedback. Such feedback may appear in the form

of written evaluations, standardized test scores, or informally

derived assessments of progress.

Nhen diagnosis and feedback operate correctly, the outcome will

materialize in'that segment of the pyramddwhich6We call &VIVO%

At.this junction, the teacher will identify a numhar of youngstere

who comprise an instructional jroup, assigned to work directly

with the teacher on a specific instructional skill. In the meantime,

other groups of youngsters will assemble as indepent10 functionihg

task'groups. Their responsibilities consist of selecting and

completing activities that emerge from the third junction'of the

3-D pyramid, DIVERSIFY.

In our context, the notion of diversity implies creative

classroom instruction and management. As the teacher monitors the

progress of the instructional learning group and the independent

task groups, close attention is paid to the availability of a wide

range of mastery activities. These independent learning tasks will

be accessible for youngsters to pursue as the Zearners flow from

instructional group to independent groups. Furthermore, there will

exist such a diversity of activities as to engage the efforts of a

youngster in two ways: The learner will select activities that



appeal aesthetically,
physically, and intellectually; the duration

of activities will be sufficiently brief to onablethe coordinated
flow from independent task groups back to the instructional

learnirr: group. Above all, we assert that to diversify is to

escape from tradition; the elements of diversification are a

departure from the tradition bound approach of workbook usage, ditto
handouts, and commercial time fillers. Activities, although at

first glance finite, can easily be recycled through judicious

monitoring and feedback analysis in order to encompass a nearly

infinite array of content or subject mattar.

The practical application of the theoretical 3-D model

illustrates a three dimensional approach to managipg instruction in

a conventional sett.ing. By directing learning strategies which

appropriately follow careful diagnosis, the teacher will be able to

engage youngsters in prodr .'itte..activities. The class can readily

be divided into units consisting of in-instructional learning group
and independent task groups, as a broad.zange

ot'activities assures
ease in monitoring and evaluating student progress.

With a concern for sustaining the interest and productivity of

your class on a daily basis, as well as on a subject to subject

transitico, you will certainly attand to maintaining a supply of

activities that will initia//y engage your pupils in a learning

activity. Of course, the instructional learning group will become

involved in skill develoi,ment tasks mandated by the school

curriculum. Likewise, feedback from this group is readily obtainer?

from standardized tests, teacher made tests, informal dialogue, or



some combination of these evaluative devises.

Independent taskgrCups, on the othor hand, will pursue ihe

completion of activities prescribed by the engaging segment of the

practical 3-D model with only moderate teacher supervision.

Minimal supervision is facilitated bu designing a sequence of

actAvities leading from engagement to evaluation. The latter

catogory of activities should be provided as culndnating events,

able to be undertaken only upon the successful completion of a

mastery task from the engagement portion of the model.

By proposing the use of our 3-D model as a devise which

enhances opportunities Ber classroom management and instruction, we

assert that a larger environment can be shaped from an earlier

conventional setting.

If children and youth of a nation are afforded
opportunity td develop their capacities to the fullest,
if they are given the knowledge to understand the world
and the wisdom to change it, then the prospects for the
future are bright 03ronfenbrenner, 1970).
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CACEPTUAL SERATEgais Zs THE SOCIAL SrlpIctS

Sample One - The city A

-
OvervieW

The enjoyment of numerous cultural and recreational,ovents,

the wiee variety of businesses and stores, and the exciting

diversity of people and cultures are all typical characterisLcs

of most cities -- unfortunate4y, 80 are pollution, crime, poor

housing, and transportation problem. Rmgardless of their

positive or negative connotation:, these and many other features

are important in the undexstanding of the concept "city".

This concept unit is designed to help ohildgen to understand

the concept "city" through processes such as: comparing,

inquiring, analyzing, evaluating, generalizing, and direct

involvement.

Through various activities students will understand' that a

city is a large, important town which is usually a center of

industry, commerce, politics, transportation, communication,

education, recreation, and entertainMnt for surrounding areas.

In.duing so, they will discover the Special features of a city

.which distinguish it from a rural area, and the advantages and

disadvantages of city life. They will also recognize that

specialization contributes to the growth of a city and vice versa,

and that specialization increases interdependence. Along with
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specialized jobs, and locate areas in the United States that

specialize in a certain product.
,

Fipally, students will be evaluating several problems found

in c1ties and discussing proposals for-change. This will be

extended throug&the planning of an ideal city by the-class.

. In conclsion, it should be noted, as was doneln the

science concept udit, that a very important purpoSe of this,unit

(and hopefully all social science units) is to help the children

to understand-some of the generalizations and principles that will

help them function in and learn about their own environment, and'to

acquire an understanding for cultures and environments other than

tileir own.

Concept Analysis

Concept: City

Attributes: large important i'own, inhabited by a'large number of
:.people, variety of cultures, specialization of services;
and/or products,,diversity, center of industry, center .

of commerce, center of educationi center of tranSpoita-
tion, center of recreat4on/ontertainment, conper of
L.olitics,'"contains numa-ous, large buildings

Definition: A large, important towp in which thousands' of
peogle. live and work, usually being a center of
industry, commerce, politics, transportation,
communication, education, recreation, and
entertainment for.surrounding,areas,

Examples: Philadelphia, Los Angeles, New York City; Chicago,
Tokyo, Laudon

Non-examples: farm, village, rural areas, town

Related TopicS: urban renewal, mass transportation, industry,
, specialization, community,.suburb

1 '2
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City. Life

Aims: The students will be able to:

-compare city life with rural life

-identify ten features of a city

-explain why people of varying backgrounds 'Toy choose to

live in the city

Focusing Event

After forming a relaXed circle in your classroom show the

children several pictures of farm scenes and city scenes.
0

Enc rage the children to discuss the differences they see.

estion the children as to which area they would prefer to live.

If any children in the class live in a farm area, encourage them

to tell about their visits to a city; if any children live in

s an urban area, Have them tell abo,:c their visits to a farm.

Suggest that there are not only visual/environmental differences

between the farm and city, but also differences such as the

kinds of chores and recreational activities found. Encourage the

children to discuss these differences.

In addition, 4tudents may be encouraged to discuss or find

out from their parents whether they have ancestors who migrated

from the farms to the cities, and their reasons for doing so.
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Engagement Activities

students will be asked to write on paper responses to one.

or both of the following hypothetical situations:

1) You live with your family on a farm. Your fathr is thinking

of selling the farm and moving to the city. He asks you to

help him make the decision. You have never been in the city

but you have heard stories about it. You know what farm life

is like. List the reasons you would like to move to the city.

Then list the reasons you would like to stay on the farm.

Compare your lists. Will you decide to move, or to stay?

2) You have al4ays lived on a farm. You get a chance to visit

Philadelphia (or name of another city) for the first time.

Describe what you see. How is Philadelphia different from'

the farm you live on? What things do you like about

Philadelphia? What thing§ don't you like? Would you rather

stay in Philadelphia or return to your farm? Why?

Upon completing these stories, students who live in cities

will also list the things they would find difficult to do if

they lived on a farm. Students who live in rural areas will

list the things they would miss if they moved to th city.

Students will then collect various pictures from magazines which

show some of the excitement found in city life, and pictures of

life on a farm.

Essays can then he displayed on a bulletin board along with

the various pictures collected for a comparison of city and farm

life. Essays and lists could also be used in the productionof skits

where the above-mentioned hypothetical situations would be acted

out.
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Fieldtrips to both a farm and the city would provide direct

experience for the children, if they could be arranged.

City Specialization

Aims: The students will be able to:

-recognize that specia1lzation contributes to the growth

of a city and that growth of a city leads to spocialization

-infer tha t. specialization. increases iaterdep4.7dence.

-list various types of specialized jobs/services

-locate on a map areas that specialize in a certain

product

Focusing Event IA

Write on the board the following headings: Rood, Clothhg,

Shelter. Have students suggest items to be placed under each

heading (e.g. bread, coati house). Encourage. children to discuss

the-various types of jobs knvolved in making some of' these,

products, leading them to discOver that these items may be made

by specialists.

Also, bring in an item which is familiar to tho children

(such as, a bathing suit) and anothr item which is unfamiliar

to the children (such as, a snowshoe). If items are unavailable,

pictures ma!) be used. Pass the items arqund for the children to

examine. Question the children as to which item they find to

be more useful for their needs, having them explain why. Suggest

15
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to the students that there may be areas where the unfamiliar item

may be very important to the heeds of people, and the item that they

chose as important may not be useful. Encourage children to think

of such areas.* A discussion can ensue which will Jead the children

to discover that for people who produce certain products to make a

living, someone must buy their goods, Children should conclude that

a person selling the unfamiliar object (e.g. snowshoe) would

probably not be able to make a verygood living in this area with

their product. Then return to the origina: list of items on the

board - allow children to discuss their ideas on where they think

these specialists would most likely set up shop.

Engagement Activities

Students will choose an occupation and pretend that they have

just moved to the city where they must set up a shop to sell their

products. They will draw a simple sketch showing what their

shop looks like. They will also indicate the type of goods they

will produce, the name of their shop, and where they will locate

their shop. *Students may follow this activity with a skit having

some of the different workers selling their wares to others, and

talking about their work day, the various steps taken in the

production of their goods (this will require some research), and

what they considered in choosing a location for their shop.

*Students may also collect or draw pictures of peoplein

different occupations, or pictures illustrating various sections

of a city and write a sentence to describe each picture. Pictures
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of products may also be collected for
students to identify the

various jobs involved in the process of making the products. These

pictures and descriptions can be combined for a bulletin board

display on specialization.

If possible, a fieia trip to the post office can be arranged

where students will observe the different processes involved in

he handling of the mail. Other suggested trips coald be to a

bakery f..)r automobile factory.

Finally, students will research a list of cities found in the

United States and report on the products that these cities are

known for. Small pictures of the productg found could be attached

to the corresponding city on a map of the United States for a

bulletin board display.

ci ty, Problems

Aims: The students will be able to:

-identify problems found uniquely in the city

-suggest methods to alleviate city problems

-recognize that it takes the joint efforts of

concerned people to alleviate city problems

-develop a plan for an ideal city

Focusing Event

Write the phrase "sick cities" on the board. Encourage

students to explain what they think it means, and to name at least
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three things that come to their minds (e.g. traffic jams,crime,

pollution). Have the children compare these problems with the

favorable features of a city learned in the first week. Do the

advantages outweigh the disadvantages? Prompt students to suggest

several more problems or reasons why they think some people may

leave the city.

Mo motivate students in the area of resolving city problems,

choose a topic - such as, /itter - and bring in a picture of a

litter-laden street. Question children as to what causes litter

in the streets, who should cZean it up, and how could it be

prevented. Allow for discussion.

Engagement Activities

Students will collect and identify pdctures from newspapers

or magazines cf unfavorable conditions associated with city living.

Pretending that they are each mayors of the city, the children will

then write proposals of what they would do to help alleviate or

elirdnate these conditions. If desired, these proposals may then

be presented by the "mayors" to the class for consideration and

discussion:-

In the area of urban renewal, some students can inquire

about and report on any urban renewal projects in the community.

If possible, pictures of the affected area before and after it

was rebuilt should be taken.
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Also, by working together, students will plan an ideal city

and make a map or build:a mode2 of their city. .Students will

evaluate their plan and expaain the ways in which they have made

their city better than the ones we have today.

Finally, students can find an ugly place in or near their

school that could be cleaned and brightened. Then, working

together, make it into a place everyone can enjoy!

Additional suggestions to enhance learning of the concept:

During the course of study, have severe/ pupils compose a

/arge chart on which they piece four headings - Living Conditions,

Working Conditions, Proe-lems, City Services. As you proceed

through the weeks, encourage students to volunteer to write facts

that will help develop the concept "city". Posters made up

of pictures illustrating the city can decorate the classroom.

Also, students may write to the Chamber of Commerce in several

cities for maps that list city attractions - these may be displayed

in the classroom.
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Sample Two_ - Community Development

OVERVIEW

During most of its history, the United States was a

nation of farms and small towns. Only 20 percent of the

American people lived in the cities at the start of the Civil War.
By 1900 the picture had changed dramatically.

The'population
of urban, or city, areas increased five times from 6 million to
30 million. More than 40 percent of the people lived in urban
areas. The population of the nation's

largest cities, like
New York and Chicago, rose into the rdllions. And sleepy little
towng fJecame cities of thousands. As one historian put it, "The
United States was born in the country, and...moved into the city."

In this unit students will be introduced to the people, who
populated these early cities, and learn what life and industry was
like in the American city for 1865 to 2910.

Concept Analysis

Definition: - a group of people living in the same locality

and under the same government.

Attributes: - the people who comprise the community

- tha growth and
development of the community

- the development
of industrial standards fbr

the community.

Exemplars: - city, state, town,
fard/y, tribe

Non-Exemplars: - recluses, hermits, those who remove themselves

from community life.

20
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY

AIMS

Students will be able to:

4- discuss the impact
of migration and immigration on

the growth of the American city.

- explain why so many rural inhabitahts left their homes for the city.

- describe-adjustments made by different
ethnic groups Who came

to the city.

FOCUSING EVENT

Arrange students in groups oftwo, and give. each a dittoed worksheet
of the outline of the human body. Tell them that they are going to
begin a study of the development of an American community. However,
before they begin they should understand that a community is rather
like the human body. Ask if anyone can mention what they have in common.
Lead them to see that one type of community, the city, has a brain

(universities and libraries), it has limbs which enable movement (busses,
trolleys), it even has a heart

(charitable organizations) and a soul

(Churches). Now see if they can come up with any forbenes (cemeteries),

arteries(streets, highways),
tongue(newspapers, magazines); backbone

(business), and mind (the arts). When they've completed the outlines
have them compare. Then tell them that as recent as a hundred years ago
cities did not have many of these things.

Next display pictures or shoW afilmstrip which depicts life in a
late nineteenth century American city. Ask class to compare and contrast
life then with life in a large city taday. Have them refer back to the
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ditto they just completed. Hopi many things would be deleted- if you were

doing an early city? What other things might you add? dtiscuss their

choices.

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Have a world map somewhere in the room. Survey the class to

find out where they or their ancestors came from. With colored pins

show where these places are on the map. Ask them to explain why

so many of us have different nationalities. How did our ancestors get

here? Why did they leave their homeland? Lead them to see that many

left their homelands to seek a better life in a prospering (growing)

nation. Others left seeking freedom. Others still, were forced to leave

as slaves. Explain that between 1865 and 1914, 25 million people came to.

our country. Many of these immigrants settled in the cities. Why? jlhat

was happening in the citigs at this time? (industrial age had arrived;

cheap labor was needed).

Also during this period, many Americans living in the farming areas

moved to the cities. Why would they move? Now divide the class in to

small groups. Have each research, then represent one of-the followirj

groups who moved to an American city in the late 1800's: a Black family

from rural Mississippi, a farm family from Nebraska, an Italian family, an

Irish family, and a Jewish family from Eastern Europe. Have each group

present a role play in three segments: the reasons and decisions to

leave home, their journey and their experienceS of life in the new city.

Disauss the common and unique problems revealed in each role play.
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CITY CHARACTERISTICS

AIMS

Students will be Able

-identify the characteristics of the walking city and the street-

car city and compare the two.

- illustrate three problems caused by city growth.

- list at least three
advantages and disadvantages of clty'life.

Focusing Event

Divide the class into groups of three's or four's. Have each

group list the different ways they have gctten from place to place in

the past week. Also ask each to list the approximate distances between

points, and methods used for each distance. Compile a class list and
discuss. How much walking did they do? How far? What kind of

transportation did they use most frequently? Why?

Engagement Activity.

Show a flap or depiction of New York City in 1846 and in 1890.

Tell the class that the citg/imits in 1846 were two miles (it could be

walked in lass than a half an hour). In 1890 the citywide limits had more

than doubled. What caused this growth?) (migration and immigration).

How do you_think the majority of the people got arond the city in 1846?

(walking) By 1890, however, what developments had occurred in technology

that might have affected transportation, thus enabling peopletp travel

across town in a shorter amount of time? (invention of the steam engine,

which made railroads possible, also the use of horse drawn trolleys set in
rails).

23
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By the late 1800's
cities no longer had to settle around one

central point. It was no longer
necessary for business owners to leave

near their establishments.
Cities were no longer Oalking cities, they

were streetcar cities. With the treMendous growth of these cities, what.do

you think might be the major concern of the people moving there? (housing)

Who might have been hunt by the housing shortages the most? (the poor)

What might the middle and upper classes be able to do now that streetcars

and railroads were available to them? (move to the fringes as well as the

suburbs of the city? Who then would be left to make up and keep up the

innor city community? (the poor, immigrants and minorities).

Explain that as the wealthier inhabitants left the cities, poor

residents rented
apartments converted from houses, over-crowded shoddily

kept. What problems might such overcrowding present? (disease, as well

as great fires which often destroyed whole sections of cities). Again
;NI

since many of these inner city dwellers were immigrants, what special

problems might they face in trying to survive? (little or no knowledge

of the English language, inappropriate job skills).

As an assignment to determine the difference between a walking

and a streetcar city, have each student do.some outside research on life
in a 19th century city. Then have them act as a newspaper reporter and

write an article on how the city changed from a walking to streetcar city
and its implications on the poor.

AIMS

Students will be able to:

-trace the development of labor unions and give reasons for

their formation.

-differentiate the working conditions of children in te late 19th

century from contemporary conditions.

24
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FOCUSING EVENT

Ask how many students have jobs? What kind of jobs? How much

do you earn? What kind of hours do you work? Tell the class they

are going to see some pictures (or a filmstrip, movie) which depicts a

factory worker's job about ninety years ago. After viewing ask

Nhat age do the workers seem to be? (very yougg children to very old

people) 'What Are their working conditiuns like? (over crowded,

insufficient lighting, fire hazards). What type. of people would work

under such conditions? (poor, unskilled, immigrants). Do you think they

were well paid? Nhy dorm think they stayed there?

Explain that the government did not involve itself in business

matters and there were no labor unions to govern the age of the worker,

the number of hours worked or the money paid. Children as young as four

years old worked in factories from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. with only 20

minutes break for lunch. Ask if anyone knows what exist iodoy that prevent

, such occurrences (laws, unions)

If no one mentions labor unions, write on the board and ask if

anyone knows what labor unions do today and why they were even more

important a hundred years ago.

ETAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Remind students that the 19th century was an age of city gr:wth due

to immigration and migration, as well as industrial growth. America was

changing from a farming society to an industrial one. The cities provided

the unskilled with jobs, ho matter how low the pay or bad the working

conditions.
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Whti'do you think determined ;Ole hours andithe pay of the workers?
.

(the owners of the factories,and mills). Why would they be unwilling to
change these conditionS?,*(the

wouldn't make as much money). Since

government didn't like to interfer in big business, up until 1869 owners
were free to treat their

workers as''-they chose.

Break the class into groups. One itG do research on the early

union, Kinights of Labor. They are to find out Whetfouhded them, who they

represented, the goals, activities and its fate. Another,wil1 do the same
with the AFL. A third group will reserach conditions and grievances of the
19th century workers, and the last grodp will search out information On,

business owners of that time. When research is completed, each group

will select a representative to present the group's
ideas, grievances, /I'

and goals to the class.
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